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ROYAL AIROWT ESTABLISENT, FARBOROUGH

The use of fuel for cooling purposes in aircraft

by'
W. G. Lyir

RAS Ref. ME/A4/i 2/*Q

SUWARY

The cooling potential of fuel onsumed by the propulsion engines of
an aircraft depends on the fuel flow, the initial fuel temperature and the
maximum fuel temperature permissible in any part of the system. The latter
limitation is taken to be imposed by the necessity to prevent vapouriSatin
in the fuel system or over-heating its omponents.

Only a portion of the available potential can be usefully employe.
for space or equipment cooling due to the effects on the fuel of inefficient
pumping, aerodynandc heating and heat flow from the engine installation.

It is ccncluded that with kerosine or less volatile fuels it is
possible to absorb the whole of the internal waste heat loads of currently
conoeived turbo-jet engined aircraft at speeds up to M = 3.

With volatile, fuels such as wide cut gasoline this possibility is
marginal, being dependent on the temperature rise of the fuel in the burners
on vhich information is inoomplete.

the Attention is directed to certain inefficiencies that materially redce

the eff ective heat op t of the fuel, And reowendatios are maao for
further work.
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i Introduction

As aircraft flight speeds increase, the temperature of the ram air
rises to values Yich progressively reduce its utility as a cooling medium.
Current operating temperatures are:-

TA= I

ourrnt maimum op2erating temperatures j
Service or component Temperature OC

Cabin air 30,
a leotrodo apparatus 55 - 70
Lubricating oil to engine 100
laectrioal equipment 120 - 150
Components made of

aluminium alloys 100 - 150

'Th lmiting Mach numbers for direct ram air cooling can be seen in,

. g.O, and. also those for air at ram temperature cooled in a simple turbine
of 6:1 expansion ratio* Other methods, such as asoade expansion of air or
evaporation of a liquid may be used, but in any case the aircraft fuel is a
readily available ooolant, for some purposes.

In this note an assessment is made of the rise in fuel temperatures in
various fuel systems* and the madmun temperatures that can be tolerated.
From this amd the fuel oonsumption rate the amount of waste heat that can
be. absorbed by currently used fuels en route to turbo jet engine combustion
chambers is deduced.

2 Conditions affecting the cooling potential of the fuel

The possibility of direct ful cooling depends on:

(i) the fuel temperature being sufficiently low,

(ii) the heat added not cwaing

(a) fuel vapourisation or chemical instability in a regLon herc this
could upset oombustion or control e.g. in a pump or metering A

device,1
(b) fuel temperatures in excess of the spontaneous ignition

temperature, thus increasing the fire hazard due to leaks, and

(iii) the fuel temperature in ary region of the fuel system not exoee&ing
the maximum operating temperature of the Wtem in. that region.

As an example of (i), the fact that the toperature of' the fuel in the
tanks raoy rise to 5000 while the aircraft is standing on the ground in the

*The tern fuel system as used in this note includo all components used for
the storage, transfer, pumping and oontrol of the fuel regardless of whether
they are mounted on the airframe or the engine. Outlines of two typical
turbojet engine fuel systems are given in Mg.2.
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sun means that it can not be used directly for cooling the cabin air or

possibly the electronic apparatus. 4

2.1 Fuel temerature limtations

The onset of fuel vapourisation is dependent on the pressure,
temperature and the type of fuel. The variation of vapour pressure with
temperature is shown for several fuels in Fig.3 (Ktg.3 of Ref. 6). It can be
seen that vidd out gasoline, being more volatile than kerosine, has lower
maximum operating temporatures for the same pressures.

The permissible temperatures, and honen the amount of heat which can
be absorbed by the fuel en route to the engines, are at their lowest values
at high altitude, particularly at engine idling conditions, vhen the pressures
throughout the fuel system are low due to the low ambient. pressure and the
reduced. rate of fuel flow. The following table gives typical values:

TABUE II

-Fu.el Vapour.Lsation limits at, 50.000 ft

Mifdlml5 Maximum allowable temp. O
Region of fuel system i .. .. '

"resdure Wide out Kerosine Mesa'
p.si.a. gasoline oil

Low Pressure aide of system

A 1JrUressurised fuel tanks 1.68 21 89 145
B PVressurised fuel tanks 5 52 1U 185

0 Main engine pump entry 2816 282D5 -8 > Z50

High pressure side of Duplex

burner gytem
1 Main burner lines (max continuous) .30 110 210 > 250

i " " l (ing) 8 65 141 205
P Pilot burner lines (idling) 50 133 2 >250
G Before pressurising valve 100 175 >250 >250

Spill controlled burner

R spfL. lines (max continuous) 300 >250 >25o >250
j W (idling) 100 232 >250 >250
X Spilled fuel at entry to supply

pump. Lowv booster piup pressure(12 80 162 228
ig 2" " " ( 0 98 198 >250

Vapour burner

L Pinal orifice (tax ontinuoUs) 10 75 152 219

Temperatures above 25000 should not be exceeded since spontaneous ignition
and cracking of these fuels are then liable to occur. Gufting cmuonces in
some fuels at a temperature of 11000 but this is avoidable by selection of
tbb fuel.

-5-
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2*2 Choice of, taie relevant fuel temperature liaitatt.ons

The locations where heat may be transferred to the fuel are discussed
in section , but the maximum temperatures to which the fuel can be raised
before vapourisation occurs can be seen f rem the above table. It must be
borne in mind that a high permissible temperature in the early part of the
system is of no utility if hot fuel then flows through a lower pressure

V region where vapourisation may occur. In a duplex burner system the final
limitation is given by condition E. in the main burner line at high altitude
idling conditions. If vapourisation in this region really is the limiing
condition it means that there is little cooling capacity available-with thisSystem when using wide out gasoline unless poreoooling is carried out. Adoubt as to whether this is the limiting condition arises from the fact that

although vapour emission is known to be troublesome if it occurs at entry
to a pwp or flow metering device, it is not clear whether this applies in
the lines delivering a metered flow of fuel to the burners.

In the ease of the spill controlled aystem with no circulating puup,
the limitation is that given by condition K, at entry to the supply pump,
since a large proportion of the spilled fuel is passed back to this region
at. low burner flows..

However, Ln both these oases it may be possible to take advantage of
the higher temperatures which can be tolerated in higher pressure regions
of the system under idling oonditions if the fuel is, then cooled before its
pressure is reduced. It appears feasible to accomplish this by a ram air
heat exchanger which is brought into use when at the low aircraft speeds
associated with low fuel flows.

The use of a heat exchanger in this way also makes possible continued
cooling of" equipment by the same basic method after exhausting the air-
craft's fuel supplies. In this case, operation continues in a closed
circuit with no flow to the engines by reserving enough fuel to keep the
circuit filled.

Another method of limiting the temperature rise under idling conditions
is to pass fuel, additional to that flowing to the engines, through some of
the components, and, then return this excess to the tank. This technique,
either in eonjunction with a ram air heat exchanger or separately, is con-
sidered to be acceptable for the brief periods Yhen it is likely to be used,
particularly if fuel in the low pressure booster circuit only is recireu-
late As. a result, %he fuel in the tanks is heated at the rate of -about
10-10 per hour when sufficient fuel for one hour's high al titude cruise
remains. A tank tmperaturo-rise greater than about 50C from this oause is
extremely unlikely.

H .ing regard for these methods of disposing of waste heat when the
engine is idling at high altitudes, the most-important r condition requixing
examination is maximum continuous high altitude operation, where the msaci-
mum permissible temperatures are given by condition D for a duplex system
and by condition K for a spill controlled system. At these conditions, and
with speeds exoeeding M a 1.6 to 1.8 in the stratosphere, the temperature
of the ram air is too high to enable it to be use& for fuel cooling. Any
ram air heat exchanger is therefore bypassed, and the increased engine fuel
flow must absorb the heat input into the' fuel system without excessive fuel
'temperature rise.

The low fuel pressures at present employed in vapourising fuel systems
appear to eliminate their employment for heat absorption, but there seems to
be no reason ihy, the pressure lovel should not be raised to that of either
of the other two systems examined here.

SECRET,
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2.3 Fuel system component temperature limitations

The prinoipal temperature limitations are due to the use of rubber in
various apioations sUeb as flexible bag tanks and for seals in integral

tanks, pumps and oonhtrollbra, and also due to bearing materials and differ-
ential oxpnVaion in the controllers.

Te max.imum temperature to which fuel resisting rubber may be subjected
depends on the useful life required and whether it is exposed to air or not.
Typioal values are;-

TABLE III

Life of fuel resistirn rubber.,at elevted, taeratures-

Temperature c Surrounding madiwm Life-Hours

13000 Air 150
Oil 600

15000 Air 24.
Oil 350

There is apparently no immediate prospect of an increase ii these
termeratures.

In a number of cases it is possible to replace rubber by other materials
e.g. flexible pipe may be constructed of metal, and its complete elimination
from the fuel system should not be impossible.

At moderate stresses, bearing materials should be able to operate at a
temperature of 2D00°, and the present day limitations of 10000 for purps and
70oC for controllers are often associated with differential expansion
difficulties.

3 Location of heat transfer to the fuel

Heat transfer to the fuel can be arranged to take, place in three loca;
tionsp either separately or in conjunction with one another:-

A By mounting a heat exchanger in a fuel tank, or by passing fuel fron the
fuel tank, independently of the engine flow, through a heat exchanger
back to the tank.

B Dwring transfer of the fuel frar the tank to the main engine pump.

0 On. the high pressure side of the main, engine f uel, pmp.

The first method. enables the flow to be adjusted to suit the cooling
demand and initially uses the coldest fuel available in the System. The
temperature rises however at an increasing rate as the tank empties, and the
heated fuel is subsequpntly passed through all the, fuel syatom components. In
addition the preaste level is low, and the fuel temperature rise must be
limited to a greater extent than wi'h the other locations to prevent boilig.

Method B uses practically the ooldest. fuel available (since the; heat
input from the tank px*s is m*all) and does nOt raise the tank temperature,
but the flow is dependent on the main engine demand and will vary greatly at

-7-
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different speeds and altitudes so that loads which persist when the engine
flow is low may not be covered adequately un.less a bypass back to the tank
is employed. In many cases the change in the heating loads at high altitude
or throttle back conditions does not match the reduced fuel flow. The
vapourioation limit is highQr than in the former case since the pressure is
increased by tank pums in, most oases.

Method C is used at present for oil cooling on 'some engines, and
allows the fuel to be raised to the highest possible temperature, particu-
larly if the heat exchanger is placed after the flow controllers. However,
this is the point in the system where fuel temperatures are already high,
thus limiting the ooling applications. Another disadvantage; is that it,
involves mounting further heat exchangers on the engine, or taking, metered
fuel away from the engine to a remote heat exchanger and back again. These
difficulties should not be too great if oonsideration is given to them at'
the design stage. Trotibles due to flow variation will again be enooucteared,
and the. technique of bypassing: additional fuel back to a lower pressure
region is not as attractive as in case B since the higher pressure results
in greater fuel heating due to Pumping i;efficien y.

The difference between the limiting temperatures based on vapourisa-
tion in the three locations (Table II). and the tank temperature is' a
measure of the quantity of heat *ich can be absorbed by the fuel prior to
each location, For a tank temperature of 5000 it can be seen that the
capacity available using method A, with a permissible, temperature rise of
only. 200 for wide cut gasoline, is small, and that methods B and C gLve
premise of considerably.greater cooloaingcaity.

However, quite a large proportion of this cooling capacity is today
being utilised in various ways, and, this aspect is considered in the next
section.

4 Heat input to the fuel on current aircraft

The sources of fuel heating on current aircraft are associated solely
with operation of the engines, and arise from inefficient fuel pumping,
pressure reduction by throttling, cooling of the lubricating oil and heat
transfer from the combustion zone to the fuel burners. Full discussion of
these matters is relegated to Appendices I and II, and a summary only is
given here.,

The power taken by the booster pumps in the fuel tanks of a present

dlay four engined bomber is about 5 XW, and at an assumed efficiency of 2%
this results in a 10 C temperature rise of the fuel at the flow demanded at
high altitude cruise. This temperature rise is taken to apply in all eases
considered.

The power taken by the main engine pump of a typical 10,000 lb thrust
engine may amount to 25 I and the reheat pmp for such an engine may take
about 50 HP. Some fuel heating is bound to occur due to pumpingene3
but the magnitude of this effect depends on the type of pump and the arrange-
ment of the fuel system.

The method of obtaining burner flows lower than the pump maxtnmi out-
put is most important, because the fuel flow range of a turbo-jet engine
between sea level and high altitude maximumi power conditions is about 10:1
without taking into account the -use of reheat or the fact that the pump
output may be appreciably greater than the aximum fuel demand.,

In Appendix I is shown the considerable reduction of fuel heating at
high altitude, obtained by using a variable displacement instead of a constant

-8-
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dasplaouwt pump. Fig.9 illustrates the fuel temperature rises *doh may be
obtained with various systems.

An engine drivon reserve or reheat pump can result in a considerable
rate of fuel heating when its output is being largely or entirely bypassed.
This is indicated in Fig.10. An independently driven pump, vhich can be
stopped wen not, reUired, is a far better arrangement Yhere the output is
only re qIirea for a brief part of the flight period.

Fuel coolir*f the engine lubricating oil is, now becoming general,
and can result in an appreciable temperature rise of the fuel as shown in
Appendix II and Fig.11.

in both spill and duplex burners heat is transferred from the combustion
gases to the fuel in the burners and the burner lines. The effect of this in
raising fuel temperature is taken into acooumt to a large extent in the case
of the spill burner by using the measured values given in ig. 12 for the
temperature rise of the fuel spilled to the- pump inlet,, but the effect of such
heating in giving rise to vepourisation in the burner swirl chamber and the
sensitivity of the burners to vapourisation in this region require more
investigation. Various measures such as insulation or shieldirg may be
adopted to reduce heat transfer in this region.

The temperature rises of the fuel en route to the- engine due to these
effets ar tabulated below for two types of fuel system using engine driven

pumps at a fuel flow of i0% of the maximum rate, whioh approximates to cruise
conditions at 50,000 ft.

TALE IV
Total fuel temperature rise in current engines

Temperature rise at high altitude 0

Cause of fuel heating I Duplex burner 2 Spill burner
system with with constant
variable stroke stroke pump

Booster pxsps in tanks I 1

Ingine oil cooler:
SiAne shaft engine 10- 23 10 23
Two shaft engine 35 35

Pumping iniefficiency 5, 21
Heat transfer to burner not known 16

Total fuel temperature rises
Single shaft engine 16 -2 48 - 61
Two shaft engine 41 73

The use of a constant displaoem engine driven reheat or reserve fuel
pump Mill, in addition, raise the main engine pump inlet temperature very
considerably end can also result in heating of the fuel in the tank at a rate
indicated by Fig.10.

The vaoues given above are dopendent on the specific heat of the fuel
(vkdioh ylI not iff or ppreciably for any fuel of the petroleum type), on the

-9-
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pump delivery pressure and on the proportion of the maximum puap output
,whch is used at high altitude.

It can be seen from the above table that a single shaft engine results
in less fuel heating than one with two shafts, and that fuel system (i)
gives 3200 less temperature rise than system (2). This difference will
however be affected by heat input to the burners themselves if vapourisation
in this region is critical. Lack of knowledge on this matter makes a full
oparison of the two systems impossible.

5 Heat inpu o th fuel in, future aircraft

The fuel temperature rise due to inefficient puapir4g and oil oooling
is taken to be the same in future high speed aircraft as given in Table IV
on the basis that. fuel pressures and pup efficiencies will not change
appreciably from present day values, and that improved bearing cooling and
insulation techniques w111 keep pace with inoreasing ,copression sad o-
bustion temperatures.

With increasing flight speeds however, further heat quantities will be
passed into the fuel as the result of aerodynamic heating, and tbus reduce
its capacity to absorb the aircraft's internal waste heat loads.

5.1 Aerodynmi e heating .of the fuel in high speed flitht.

The extebt ct aerodynamic heating of the fuel depends on the aircraft
speed mad the shape and the degree of insulation of the tanks and pipe runs
either by virtue of their location or wall oonstruction - the heating effect
being less, for example, in fuselage tanks than in those located in the
wings. The degree of insulation reqiired depends on how the aircraft is
used, since if there is a period of subsonic high altitude flight prior to
a short supersonic period it an. be advantageous not to insulate so as to
obtain some degree of fuel cooling. Drop tanks YdAh are either discarded
or emptied prior to mpersonic flight are useful in this'respect.

The extent of aerodynamic heating of the fuel is estimated in this
note for uninsulated and insulated tanks in wch either the submerged
surface only or the entire tank wall is cooled by the fuel 'Vhen the tank is
partly full.

In the uninsulated case the heat transfer is calculated from Ref .4
using the folloing relatimuship:-

-2.00 (Te 0*46p.u.0p (T. I C1../t i
-

wre Re u Reynolds nwsber PU

P -density of air l.b/ft 3

u =velocity ft/sec0
x w leigth ot fuseladge or wing ahead of the tank centre - ft
0 specific heat of air
Op

TA ambient temperature O

TW surface external temperature OK

Two = surface external temperature for zero 'heat transfer Ox

- 10 -
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The wall cxternal temperature To, is assumed equal to the fuel
temperaturt, Tf , and the rate of fuel temperature rise is then

qS
Ptf 0~p

Pf fp

2.00 De/6 (f P.U00p. (Two-T) i

where S totank surf ace area through which heat transfer ocurs -ft~

pf a fuel density .5 lb/ft 3 for petroleum type fuels

Vf . fuel volume -ft'

0 a fuel specific heat.

In the case of, insulated tanks, a i" thickness of glass wool, thermal
oondu tlvlty. K - 0.3 0HU/h/ft?/inc2/ has been assumed. The wall external
temperature Tw, is taken equal to Tee.

Then heat transfer

0.3
q - (Two 0 Tf) S 'CIU/Min

60

and

0.005 (Tw - Tf) s
AT~ C/mm(2)

Equations (i) and (2) have been applied to fuel tanks in aircraft
flying at 50,000 ft. Fg.i3 shows tbhe- rate o fuel teuperature rise at
various fuel temperatures for .unit value of -/Vf for ninsulated tanks, and

Pig. 14 gives the rate for unit value of for insulated tanks. The

ratio S/V of surface area through w*ioh heat transfer takes place to the

fuel volume is plotted in Fig.15 for cylindrical and slab tanks containing
Varying fuel quantities for the case where heat transfer occurs through the
entire area exposed to the external air stream as a result of spray cooling
the dry wall, and for the case vhere heat. transfer onry occurs through the
surf ace submerged by fuel.

As an example of the fuel temperatures attained due to aerodynamtc
heating, particular cases have been evaluated and the results are plotted in
Pigs.i6 and 17 for uniiulated tanks and Figs.18 and 19 for insulated ones.
Thorough mixLng is assumed to take place inside the tank, otherwise the fuel
temperature at the wall will be considerably greater than that at the centre.

- SECRET,
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It can be seen that at Mach numbers above about 2 the fuel temperature rises
rapidly particularly in uninsulated wing tanks or if the entire tank surfaoe
is cooled by the fuel.

Consideration is given to the latter oase because, as shovin in Ref.5,
the temperature of the dry tank wall above the fuel level can rise to high
values &xring sustained flight even when insulation is used. The resulting
wll temperature may be undesirable fron the. point of view of exceeding

or seaing material temperature l2aitations, thermal stress, Or the

possibility of attaining the fuel spontaneous ignition temperature.

The heat capacity of the fuel can be most efficiently utilised for
wall cooling as suggested in Ref L6 by passing the flow around the fuel tank
en route to -the engines, t hus shielding the bulk of the fuel from heating
effects. This gives a fuel tunperature rise ihich is independent of the
time of flight sad is estimated at the following values for a 200,000 lb
A.U.W. aircraft similar to that taken in Ref.6, heving a tank surface area
of i,300 ft 2 insulated by a, i" layer of glass wol.

T=3 V
Aerodynamic heating of the engine fuel flow consequent

on shielding insulated fuel tanks

Mach Number 1.5r  2 2.5 3

Puel Temperature rise 0 0 0.8 1.8 2.6

If it is assumed that the fuel pressure in the shielding passages is
that at the engine pump entry, the fuel temperature attained will be well
below the limiting temperature of 800 for wide out gasoline.

5.2 Absorption of the waste heat from the auxiliary ecuipfent

Heat is generated inside the aircraft by the electrical and hydralUo
systems, and oooling is reqired for the cabin air. The magnitude of these
heat loads depends mainly on the magnitude and efficiency of power generation
and utilisation which vary with aircraft size , type and Mach number, and can
not be defined generally. Increasing functional and strategic capacity with
the passage of time appears to be a very importanrt factor contributing to
increasing these loads in future aircraft.

The assessment of the temperature rise of the fuel flowing to the
engines consequent on absorbing the aircraft internal waste heat loads is
therefore carried out for several arbitrary values of waste heat per unit
all up weight (watts/b) . The temperature rise depends on this value and
the fuel flow variation per unit all up weight. The latter variation is,
derived from the theoretical lift/drag and specific fuel consumption values
of Fig. 20A for -aircraft having the optimum performaOoe at each speed, and is
plotted in 1ig.a)B. The resulting temperature rises are. plotted in Fig.21.

For a given fuel temperature rise the value of waste heat capacity per
trit all up weight increases with Mach number due to the geater fuel flow
at high speeds. From the previous assessments ' of maximum permissible fuel
temperatures and the temperature rises due to pumping, oil coolipg and- aero-
dynamic heating loads etc. it is possible to assess the amount of waste heat
that Oan be accepted from the auxiliary eqipment.

I12-
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The cabin air and transparency heat loads are fairly small and, using
the values given in Ref.6, will together give a temperature rise of the fuel
flow less than i 0 0 at i = 3,'

5.3 , Heat capacity available for absorbinginternal waste heat loads

In Fig.22 a summation is given of the temperature rises of the fuel
flowing to the engines due to Pe va4ous causes 'enumerated in this note. Aninitial tank temperature of 50 0 and heating up to the limitations quoted for

i wide out gasoline in Table II are assmed. The aeodynmic heatig ;effet
included is that encountered clue to shielding an insulated tank by the fuel
flow, In an unshielded tank, where the fuel in the tank. is heated directly,
it is assumed that preoooLi of the fuel is applied so that its -temperature in
t he tank &es not exceed 500°. during the whole flight, in this case the aero-
dynamic temperature rise shown in the diagram should be omitted. A reheat
system is presumed to be arranged so as not to result in heating of the fuel
when reheat is inoperative.

The residue of the permissible taperature rise after absorbing the
aerodynamic, cabin, pumping, oil oooliaand burner heat loads is available for
the absorption of the auxiliary equipmnt, heat loads.

In Pig.22 a spill controlled burner system using an engine driven oon-
stant displacement pump is compared-with a dupler burner system using a
variable displacement pump from the point of view of utilisation of the fuel
as a coolant. When using wide out gasoline at an, initial temperature of 500C,
the* spill system is already r turning into overheating, trouble due to throttling
losses in the recirculated flow and to heat picked up in the burners.

Under the same conditions a duplex burner system has the margin given
in Pig.23 available for cooling purposes plus fuel temperature rise in the
burners. The latter value is not knows, and since it may be of the same order
as the margin available, the use of wide cut gasoline as a coolant can not be
advocated for this system until further work has been done to establish the
importance and the magnitude of the burner heating effect.

Fig.24 shows the temperature rise available for absorbing the burner
and auxiliary eqipmont heat loads in a duplex burner system and the audIliary j
equipment heat loads only in a spill controlled system -vhen using kerosine.

In this case the available temperature rise is large, and the capacity
for absorbing waste heat loads in terms of wattsAb all up weight implied by
these temperature rises is also plotted on this figure. The values shown for
the duplex burner system will be reduced as a result of heat input to the
burners, but it appears that either system has ample capacity for absorbing
the waste heat loads at present visualised as, coming from the auxiliary
eqxipnent. When using this fuel or one of lower vapour pressure the equ.ipnent
temperature ljmitations will be met before fuel vapourisation commences.."

It is conceivable that aircraft limitations may result in a considerable
reduction of flight speed at low altitudes relative to the high altitude
value and thus 'reduce the fuel flow range and oonsequertly the heating effect
due to inefficient pumping. in addition, work is icown 'to be in progress to
reduce the heat transfer to the burners by the use of insulation, so that an
improvement over the values estimatea here is possible. Another tendency,
that of using. fuel manifolds inside the combustion ohamber, will have the
opposite effect.

The use of ram air heat exchazgers for fuel cooling is practicable with
either system up to ram air temperatures of 60QO to 8000 i.e. up to Mach

1 '3
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nwibers of 1.6 to 1.8 in the stratosphere. This method also appears 'to
possess potentialities for coping with the ooo3:ing problem under fuel
exhaustion -conditions by operating a closed circuit through the heat
exchangers and the equipment to be cooled.

The order in which the heat loads are absorbed by the fuel depends on
the temperature to which cooling is required, the type o" fuel system and
its component temperature limitations and the method adopted for preventing
excessive temperature rises during idling "conditions.

For the case where this is acocplished by recirculation of excess
fuel to the tank it appears desirable that the cabin, auxiliary ecqiipznent
and aerodynamic heat loads should be absorbed by the fuel in the booster
circuit before entry to the main pump in order to minimsie -the puming heat
load and because these are in general the applications in WhiCh the load
may raain at a, high level during engine idling conditions. The engine oil
cooler would then be placed on the high pressure side of 'the fuel system.

When using a ram air heat exchanger to deal with idling onditions it
will be necessary to absorb the auxiliary equipment and oil cooler heat
loads in a high pressure region of the duplex system or in the spill circuit
of a spill controlled system.

6 Conclusions
Examnaion of aircraft fuels and fuel sgatems indicates that when

using kerosine at an initial temperature of 50 C, the fuel flow to a turbo-
jet engine can be used. to shield the fuel tank from aerodynamic heating and
to cool the cabin air the equipment, the engine lubricating oil and the fuel
burners at speeds up to M = 3 or more and at altitudes up to more than
50#000 ft. These limits are dependent on preventing vapourisation in the
fuel system and can only be defined exactly by detailed investigation into

, each individual system.

With volatile fuels such as wide cut gasoline, the present spill con-
trolled burner system would be expected to give trouble due to vapourisation
under the above conditions, In a duplex burner system the possibility of
using this fuel as a coolant is marginal, being dependent on the temperature
rise of the fuel in the burners, on vhich irformation is lacking.

An initial temperature of 50 0C represents the worst case expected
during operation in the tropics. In general the value will not be as high,
thus giving the fuel system greater cooling capacity.

The low fuel pressures used in vapourising, fuel systems at present
precludes their employment for useful heat absorption, but there appears to
be no reason w1t the pressure level should not be raised to that of either
of the- other two systems examined herein.

It is assmed that the, fuel tanks are either insulated by about 1" of
glass wool and shielded by the fuel flow or that, in the ease where heat is
allowed to flow into the tank, the initial fuel temperature is sufficiently
low so that vapourisation is not caused as a consequence of aerodynamic
heating. In the latter ease, tank insulation can only be omitted if the
period of high speed flight is very short, otherwise more extensive tenk
pressurisation or fuel precocling will be required.

Excessive fuel temperature rises at engine idling conditions are
assumed to be prevented by sose such means as recirculation to the tank or
by the use of a ram air fuel cooler. A reheat pmping system should be
arranged not to heat the fuel when reheat is inoperative.
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At the assumed initial fuel temperature of 50°C, cooling of the cabin
air and probably the electronic equipment can not be carried out direotly by
means of the fuel, Either colder fuel or a refrigeration cycle, possibly j
using the fuel as a heat sink, vYll be required for these applications.

7 Suggested, action
Work is required to establish the maximum temperatures, to. vhih various

fuels can be heated in representative fuel systems at high altitude cruise and
idling conditions. in particular, information in required about the sensiti-

vity of a duplex burner to vapourisation due to heat transfer in the combustion
chamber

The possibility .of raising present day ma3dam temperatures by modifioa-
tian to tha fWuel_ syteA should be investi ate&.

Conservation of the cooling potential of the fuel is 'necessary and can
be achieved by the use or insulation and by the reduction of waste heat from

thei pu.irg and euxLlisxy power systems. To tWi, end, attention should be
drawn to the necessity for efficient pwiping, paxticolarly at the main cruis-
ing aondition. The average load efriciency of adxiliary power systems sould

be improved by designng them to have the minimum capacity to meet the demands
made upon them.

REMMINCES 2

No. Athor Title.. etc.

I Brief Trials of a Fuel Cooled Oil Cooler on

a Canberra B k.2 Equipped ith Avon Mk i
Engines

24th Part of Report No. AAM)86/
(Boissaoae D )

2 U.M. Barske The Design of Open Impeller Centrifugal Pumps
Westoott Tech Note No. IM) 77 January 1953

3 A.B.P. Beeton The Performance of an Ecperimenbal Ram Jet

Turblo PUMP
NGTE Memorandum No. X 205 March 1954

)4 R.J. Mohaghan Heat Transfer by Forced Convection at
Superaonic Speeds
RAS Tech Nate No. Aro 2259

5 D. Renel Temperature rise in bodies travelling, at
D.A. Hancock and supersonio speeds
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RAS Tech Note No..X 147, Aj 1i 1953
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of fresh fuel wdlich must then be disoharged back to the tank or otherwise
disposed of. A reheat pump may pass up to 2j times the main engine flow,
and the extent of tank heating under those conditions depends on the power
required to drive the pump When all the output is bypassed. For a fixed
stroke plunger pump this value is unlikely to be less than a quarter of the
power reqiired when passing the mazimum reheat fuel flow at ,000 'ps..i In
the Sapphire Sa 6 installation in whioh the reheat pusnp oapaoity is equal to
that of the main engine pump, the heat irnut to the fuel from the reheat puWalone at maxImum continuus r.p.'m, with reheat off in about 11 IIP.' Un .srthese oonditions at 55,000 ft the main engine pump alone operates below its

limiting temperature when the fuel temperature in the tank is below about 500C
so that some of the reheat pump ocoling flow can be passed through the main,
pump to the combustion chamber, thus reducing the tank heating effect. As the
tank teeperature inoreases however thin am only be clone to a prgressivly
,smaller extent. 'Typioal tank temperature variations ith time are given in

?±gI.iO wiohi shows that operation for any logth of time under these oonditions
is.impacticalo vzIsss the fuel quantity is lar,T~ or th temperature low,

'If a oetrifugal type pump with a separate bearing lubrication system is
used, the problem may be eased by draining out the fuel and' allowing it to run
drys, but. it is not believod practicable to employ this method with the other
types. Another possible way of preventing fuel heating by the reheat pump is
to have it driven independently of the engine by an electric motor or air
turbine so that it can be stopped when not reqiired. Both these methods are
under oonsideration by the pump manufacturers.

Stmmarising the situation regarding heat input from the pumping system
it is obvious that. some of the methods used at present are designed without
consideration being given. to this effect, and are, wasteful of the oooling
potontial of the fuel. The main ongine fuel pumps are generally engine driven,
end, if it is assumed that -aI-- thrust and high flight speeds will. be used
at sea level and hence that the sea level fuel consumption is very much greater
than at altitude, the constant displacement variety of pump is seen to be
unsuitable for this duty because its heating effect at high altitude maximum
continuous oonditions results in a loss of a considerable proportion of the
ooolin potential'of the fuel. Variable displacemaent pumps are better for

this duty, and even in this case the heating effect is appreciable since pump
efficiency inevitably falls at low output. The artifice of sharing the pump-
ing work at full output between two pumps my be worthwhile sinoe one half of
the installation may then be unloaded ocmpletely at low output with a conse-
quent reduotion in the overall heating effect,' due to operation of one half at
higher efficiency, coupled with the provision of reserve capacity which would
give full load operation at high altitude in the event of failure of the other
balf.

For the reheat system the princiLpal recpirement& is that there Most be no
fuel heating when reheat is inoperative. This would be best met by the use of
indepndet ly driven pumps wadoh can be stopped when not reqxired. Presuzably
siplicity of the pump itself is desirable in this ease, and gear or oentrifu-
gal types should be satisfactory if the reduoed output requirvd at high
altitude can be aceompanied by speed reduction.

.18-
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Heat input from the oil cooler and spill burners

In earlier engines, the cooling of the turbine bearings and theassociated parts was accomplished by compressor air bleed, but with increas-

ing air temperatures the lubricating oil is now used for this purpose, a
flood flow recirculating system being employed. The lubricating oil in turn
is oooled by heat transfer to the high pressure fuel en route to the oon-
bustion chamber.

The heat input from this source depends on the operating conditions
and the engine type. Some typical values are listed below, and F.ge1 shows
the variation obtained over the operating range of an Olympus engine.

Single shaft engine Two shaft engine

Condition Heat Heat l to eel tempe ,.Input rise 0 Make Input rise 00H.P. H.P.

Sea level max.( S 7 16 5 I 106 35(design) 8
continuus ( RA 1'4. 12-17 5-7 Olym-pus 75 20

100
Sea level 11

5o,00o ft max. RA!4 5-12 10-23 18.5 35
continuus (say 17)

50,000 ft idling 3.5 50

In the case of the Olympus engine the magnitude of the convective and
radiant heat transfer to the burners appoa to be approximately half that
due to the oil cooler - see Fig.12. When using a spill controlled fuel system,
a large proportion of the fuel passing through the burners is returned to the
pump inlet at altitude oonditions, and consequertly this heating effect is
cumulative. Consideration is being given to insulation of the burners in
order to reduce this. The effect 'on systems other than that using spill
control is not known.

In some aircraft the hydraulic oil is cooled by the fuel but no
figures have been obtained for the magnitude of the consequent fuel heating.

- 19-
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